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Aims
• To provide an overview of READING within the National Curriculum

• To explain how reading is assessed at the end of KS1 and KS2

• To recognise the importance of early reading and picture books

• To introduce the new Frieth reading scheme

• To give strategies for home reading

• To promote reading for enjoyment



Overview
Mrs Tyzack

• Reading within the National Curriculum
• Frieth reading scheme
• Benchmarking

Miss Gibbens
• Pre-reading and the importance of picture books
• Phonics

Mr Honey
• End of KS1 SATs

Mrs Sparks
• From the reading scheme to independent reading in KS2
• Guided reading and reading comprehension

Mrs Goodchild
• End of KS2 SATs 



Why?
Reading is one of our targeted areas on our SDP (School Development 
Plan) this year. 

Our target at Frieth is:

To improve the reading scheme and 
outcomes for all readers in school.







The National Curriculum for English aims to ensure that 

all pupils:

• Read easily, fluently and with good 
understanding

• Develop the habit of reading widely and 
often, for both pleasure and information

• Acquire a wide vocabulary, and 
understanding of grammar and knowledge 
of linguistic conventions for reading, 
writing and spoken language

• Appreciate our rich and varied literary 
heritage



The National Curriculum for English aims to ensure that 

all pupils:

• Write clearly, accurately and coherently, 

adapting their language and style in and for a 

range of contexts, purposes and audiences

• Use discussion in order to learn; they should be 

able to elaborate and explain clearly their 

understanding and ideas

• Are competent in the arts of speaking and 

listening, making formal presentations, 

demonstrating to others and participating in 

debate.



Main areas of the 

English Curriculum - READING

• Reading

– Word reading

– Comprehension (both listening and reading)

It is essential that teaching focuses on 
developing pupils’ competence in both 
dimensions; different kinds of teaching are 
needed for each.



Word reading and comprehension
Good word 

reading

Poor 
comprehension

Good 
comprehension

Poor word 
reading





Why do we have a new reading scheme?
• Engage children

• Easy access
• Choose their own books (no lists of books they must read)
• Reading for enjoyment
• Support those children who need it and to be able to identify their need
• Don’t hold back those children who are able to make quicker progress

• Inform parents – Where is my child in terms of reading?

• Consistent scheme – easy to understand and use for all (children, 
parents, reading volunteers and teachers)

• Consistent assessment

• In line with the new national curriculum – raised expectations





New organisation of reading books 1

1. Picture books – LILAC level

2. Phonics phase 2 books

3. Phonics phase 3 books

4. Phonics phase 4 books

5. PM Benchmarking 

colours (30 levels)

6. Quick Reads

7. Library books

Reception

Reception/Year 1

Reception/Year 1

Reception/Year 1

Reception/Yr1/Yr2/Yr3/Yr4

Children should become 
independent readers 
during Year 3/ Year4.



New organisation of reading books 2

• One box per level e.g. Pink 1, Pink 2, Red 1 , Red 2, Red 3 etc.

• Each book colour coded and numbered

• Easy reach for all children

• Children to choose the books they want to read from their level

• Using a range of schemes and publishers

Once off the reading scheme  independent reader

1. ‘Quick reads’ – labelled in the reading area

2. Library books – fiction and non-fiction



Children’s Reading Records
On the reading scheme:

Reception – Year 1 – Year 2

• Reading record filled in by teacher/LSA/reading volunteer

• Parental comments about reading only

• Please make sure that it comes to school every day

Year 3 and above

• Children to fill in their reading records

Independent readers:

• No individual reading records



Reading scheme – PM Benchmarking

What is PM Benchmarking?
• The PM Benchmarking Kit is a comprehensive reading assessment 

resource.

• Teachers/LSAs can assess children’s reading abilities using unseen, 
meaningful texts.

• The kit includes accurately levelled texts ranging progressively from 
emergent level.

• Each benchmark text has a prepared Reading Record and Assessment 
Record pro forma.



Reading scheme – PM Benchmarking

The PM Benchmarking Kit Assessment Procedures:

1. RETELLING
2. READING RECORD
3. COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS

1. Literal comprehension
2. Inferential comprehension
3. Generalisations or points of view

4. ANALYSIS



Message in Reading Records

Logan was Benchmarked today 
and he moved up to/ready to read 
at Level 3 (Red 1). Well done, 
Logan.

To further improve please could 
you support him…

Henry was Benchmarked today 
but he is not ready yet to move up 
to the next level.

In particular, he found it hard to…

Please could you support him…



FAQ

1. What does Benchmarking test?

The children are tested on the next level up. Key question – Are they 
ready for the next level? Are they able to access (read AND understand) 
the books on the next level?

2. How often should children be Benchmarked?

Children should be Benchmarked when they are ready to move up to 
the next level. Generally, this means at least once each half-term.

3. Who decides when a child should be Benchmarked?

The teacher.

4. How could I support my child at home?

Please read with them and to them every day and ask questions to 
check understanding.



How can I support my child at home with their 
reading?
• Talk to your children (a lot).

• Choose a quiet time.

• Read with/to your children daily.

• Listen to your child read.

• Ask questions.

• Make reading a regular activity 
in your home.

• Make reading enjoyable.

• Regular practice.

• Variety is important.

• Show your children that you are 
a reader too.

• Visit the library.



This year, on World Book Day, we would like to invite parents and 
governors to come in to school to share their favourite book with the 
children. Please sign up with your Class Rep who will be in touch with 
teachers. Thank you!



Miss Gibbens



Pre-Reading Skills

• Oral Language

• Letter Awareness

• Phonological Awareness

• Beginning Writing



The Importance of Picture Books

• Develops oral language skills
• Increased vocabulary

• Involves imagination

• Teaches story lines and plot

• Builds comprehension skills

• Develops understanding of spoken language

• Increases confidence speaking and communicating with others



Phonics

• Is a method to support reading and writing 

• Important that children learn sounds correctly 

• Real words and non-words

• High Frequency Words

• Tricky Words

• CHALLENGE: How many ways can you make the /e/ sound?



Story Sacks



Mr Honey



KS1 Reading SAT – May 2017
A brief summary of the timing, structure and content of the KS1 Reading 

SAT 2017



KS1 Reading SAT – May 2017

Test will be taken by children currently in Year 2.

The date will be early May 2017

The test comprises two separate papers.

• Paper 1 consists of a selection of texts totalling 400 to 700 words, with 
questions interspersed

• Paper 2 comprises a reading booklet of a selection of passages totalling 800 
to 1100 words. Children will write their answers in a separate booklet



KS1 Reading SAT – May 2017

• Each paper is worth 50 per cent of the marks, and should take around 
30 minutes.

• Children are not be strictly timed, as the tests are not intended to 
assess children’s ability to work at speed.

• The texts in the reading papers cover a range of fiction, non-fiction 
and poetry.



KS1 Reading SAT – May 2017

There are a variety of question types:

•Multiple choice

•Ranking/ordering, e.g. ‘Number the events below to show in which 
order they happened in the story’

•Matching, e.g. ‘Match the character to the job that they do in the 
story’



Reading SAT – May 2017

•Labelling, e.g. ‘Label the text to show the title’

•Find and copy, e.g. ‘Find and copy one word that shows what the 
weather was like in the story’

•Short answer, e.g. ‘What does the bear eat?’

•Open-ended answer, e.g. ‘Why did Lucy write the letter to her 
grandmother? Give two reasons’



Mrs Sparks



Comprehension text



Comprehension questions



Developing independent reading



Mrs Goodchild



Reading in Year 6













Questions


